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m ANALYTICAL -GATION OF SINGLE-STAGE-TURBIllE EFFICIENCY 
CHARACTERISTICS IN TERJbB OF WORK AMD SPEED -QUIREBENTS 
By Warner I;. Stewart 
This report presents an analysis of single-stage-turbine efficiency 
characterist ics in terms of a work-speed parameter A, defined as the 
r a t i o  of the square of the mean section blade speed t o  the required 
specific work output. Thia parameter is the same as the familiar Parsons' 
characterist ic nmiber. The range of t h i s  parameter considered in the 
analysis  included that used in  turbo jet engine  applications a8 w e l l  as 
efficiencies investigated w e r e  (a )  to ta l  o r  aerodynamic efflciency, 
s ta t ic   eff ic iency  (used  for  turbopump and accessory  drive  applications) . 
Velocity diagrap types considered included zero exit whirl, fmpulse, as 
w e l l  as those corresponding t o  maximum values of efficiency. 
4 that used in such  applications as turbopump and accessory  drives. m e  
c (b) rating  efficiency  (used in turbojet  engine  applications), and (c) 
The results of the analysis indicated that the  total   eff ic iency does 
not vary t o  any great extent over the range of x used for turbojet 
engine applications (0.5 t o  1). A t  reduced  values of X t he  to t a l  e f -  
f iciency dropped off as a resu l t  of the  required flow velocities  being 
increased compared w i t h  the work output. Values of t o t a l  efffciency 
greater than those obtained for either the zero-exlt-whirl or impulse 
case were obtained, improvements in efficiency being of the order of 1 
t o  2 points. For this case, however, high values of negative exit whirl 
were required result ing in low ra t ing  and s ta t ic  e f f ic ienc ies .  The 
maximum value of rating  efficiency  occurred at a velocity diagram condi- 
t i on  corresponding t o  a slight  negative exit whirl. 
I n  the range of x from 0 t o  0.5, where s ta t ic  eff ic iency becomes 
important (turbopump and accessory drive applications) the static ef- 
f iciency dropped off markedly. The trends obta€ned compared favorably 
with the limited experimental data available. For a given turbine s ize ,  
over the entire range of X as a r e su l t  of the increase In surface area 
per unit w e i g h t  flow. The stat ic  eff ic iency,  however, w a s  approximately 
reduction In w e i g h t  flow reduced the  general   evel of total   eff ic iency 
. 
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independent of this  var ia t ion at reduced 1 values because the reduced 
leaving loss counterbalanced the reduction in  total  efficiency. 
INTRODUCTION 
The NACA is currently engage& in the stuay of the sources and 
significance of various losses that occur within turbine blade rows. 
Turbines investigated in   the  program thus far have been of the type 
suitable  for  turbojet  engine use where relat ively high blade speeds are 
used w i t h  comparatively moderate required  specific work outputs. 
t 
8 m 
Recently, considerable interest has been focused on turbines de- 
signed f o r  such applications as turbopump a d  accessory drives. These 
turbines differ from je t  engine turbines in  that a high specific work 
output i s  des i red  a t  comparatively low blade speeds.. The limited in- 
forma.+ion available has indicated poor eff ic iency  character is t ics   for  
this type turbine. Thus a destre for studies of the effect  of the change 
in requirements on the turbine efficiency characteristics i a  indicated 
in order that the cguses of the reduced efflciencies be understood. 
Thb report presents an analysis of the effect  of varlxtions in  the 
work and speed requirements on the efficiency characteristics of single- 
stage,  full-admission  turbines. The parameter X used in  computing % 
these characteristics is the same as t h e  familiar "Parsons' characteristic 
number" ( re f .  1), which is defined as the  ra t io  of the square of the 
design mean section blade speed to  the  design specific work output. The 
range of t h i s  parameter considered covers that encountered in  jet engine 
applications (0.5 t o  1) as w e l l  as tha t  encountered in the accessory and 
pump drive turbinsapplications (0 t o  0.5). 
b 
Three types of effY.d"ncy are considered: 
(a) Total or aerodynamic eff icieicy which includes a l l  aerodynamic 
losses (such as those-due to boundary layer,  t ip clearance,  etc.)  
(b)  Rating efficiency which, in addition t o  the aerodynamic losses, 
considers the w h i r l  aut af the turbine as a loss ( this  def ini t ion 
of efficiency IS used in  Jet  engine work because the energy in- 
volved in   the  exi t  w h i r l  does notcontribute to engine thrust)  
(c) Static  efficiency which,. in addition  to  the aerodynamic losses, r 
considers the total velocity head out of the turbine as a loss 
(this efficiency is  Fmportant f o r  accessory and pump d r i v e  
turbines) t '  
1 '  
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These three  efficiencies me studied f o r  mean blade  section  velocity 
w diagram types including  those of zero exit whirl, impulse,  and  those  cor- 
responding t o  maximum values of efficiency. 
a3 
Ln 
3 EFFICIENCY AND VELOCITY DIAGRAM CONSIDEBATIONS 
As discussed in the IXTRODUCTION, the parameter used herein t o  cor- 
relate the turbine efficiency characterist ics is a function of the specific 
work output Ah' and the mean section  blade  speed U. This  pazameter 
1, which is the same as the  Parsons' characterist ic n&er of reference 
1, can be writ ten as. B 
rl 
t 
d 
A l l  symbols are defined in appendix A .  
The work-speed parameter X defined by equation (I) is used in 
preference t o  t h e  common blade-jet speed r a t io  0 ,  because X is a 
function of the parameters usually considered turbine requirements, 
whereas the blade-Jet speed ratio requires a l s o  E howledge of t h e   s t a t i c  
'efficiency, which is considered a dependant variable herein. The relat ion 
parison with experimental results is made. 
+ 
. between X and u is described in appendix B and is used when a com- 
+ 
Efficiency  Equations 
t '  * The IWIIROISUCTION points out that  hree  types of efficiency are con- 
f sidered  herein. These three  fficienctes,  total, rating, and s t a t i c ,  
are developed in this  sect ion in terms of the work-speed parameter X 
and the stator-exit  whirl  parameter Vu,l/AVu, which determines the type 
* of velocity diagram  used. 
Total efficiency. - The total  eff ic iency of the turbine, the ef- 
ficiency that includes al the  aerodynamic losses, i s  defined aa 
4 
I 
where Ah' is the  design  specffic work output and Ahia is the ideal 
specific work output corresponding to the   rewired  total-pressure  ra t io  
I across  the  turbine. 
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Equation (2)  can also be written as 
where Ahla - Ah' c a n  be termed the loss  in spectfic energy a c r o s ~  t h e  
turbine. The general equation relating the specific work output, blade 
speed, and w h i r l  Velocities is 
One can solve equation (4)- U and subetitute t h l a  resu l t  Fnto equ8- 
t ion (1) t o  obtain the following equation relating X t o  t h e  specific 
work output and whirl  velocit ies 
Solving equation (5) f o r  Ah' , substftuting into equation (3), and di-  
viding by A</gJ then yield 
AV: 
A t  t h i s  poin-kft assumed that the turbine specific energy loss Ahid - A h f  is equal t o  t h e  sum of the s ta tor  and rotor specific losses 
Ls +$. These blade losses, expressed in units of . Btu/lb, are defined 
as the difYerence between the ideal and actual specific kinetic energy 
obtained through expansion t o  the blade-exit s t a t i c  pressure. The va- 
l i d i t y  of t h i s  assumption is investigated in append= where it is 
shown t o  be correct--except f o r  the small e f e c t  of absolute enthalpy 
variation occurring through the turbine. : With t h i s  assumption, equation 
( 6 )  can be altered t o  
. .  
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It is now d e s i r e d t o  r e l a t e  the loss expression Ls + t o  the  velocity 
be shown that t h e   t o t a l  losa in  kinetic energy occurring in a turbine 
-Ls proportional  to the product of '  the  surface area exposed t o  the flow 
and the specific kinetic energy leve l  of the flow. That is, 
5 diagram charac te r i s tks .  In general, from boundary-layer  theory it can 
aJ 
d 
0 
In "(k + LR) - A.E 
or solving f o r  I+ + $, 
This specific kinetic energy leve l  E is represented herein by the 
average of the specific kinetic energies entering and leaving the blade 
rows where the velocit ies are r e l a t ive  to  the  blade rows. Figure 1 pre- 
sents a typical set of single-stage-turbine velocity diagrams. The 
average s ta tor   specif ic   kinet ic  energy can be writ ten as 
and that of the  rotor  as 
VX,l + x2u,l + vx,2 + %,2 
2 2 2 
4g 
U s i n g  an average axial specific  kinetic  energy  defined by 
equatton (9) can be written as 
The following equstions relate the relative  tangential  velocity a t  
the rotor inlet-and exit t o  the stator-exit  whirl: 
Wu,l = Vu;l - 
Wu,2 = V u , l  - U - AV, 
Using these relat iom aa equation (10) is substi tuted into equation 
(8) give8 . 
Fiaally,  substituting equation (11) into equation (7)  using a constant 
of proportionality K yields 
X 
q t  = 
where 
A B = K -  
W 
Thus f o r  given values of K, A/w, and (V,) av/gJAhf , the t o t a l  eff ichncy  
presented i n  equation (12a) ia in terms of the desired parameters, 
VuJ1/AVu and h . 
2 
Throughout most of the  analya is, K, A/w (and thua B) , and ( V,) av/gJAhl 
are assumed constant. From equation (8) it can be 8een that the assump- 
t i on  of constant A/w resolves itself into the assumption that the  
s t a to r  and rotor specific losses are proportional t o   t h e  average specP3.c 
kinetic energy level of the flow. An assumption of this type has been 
used extensively In predictlng turbine off-design performance character- 
i e t ics  ( re fs .  2 and 3). The succe8s of these predictions suggests that 
t h i s  assumption should also be valid when studying design-point ef- 
ficiency  characterist ics.  The effect  of increasing A/w through re- 
ductlon i n  the axial component of velocity as w e l l  a~ t h e  general effect 
of varying K is discussed toward the end of the report .  
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P bine 
ex i t  
Rating efficiency. - As indicated in the IMLBODUCTION, when a tur-  
is used in  a je t  engine, the kinetic energy involved in the turbine- 
whirl is considered a loss, because t h i s  energy does not contribute 
t o  engine thrust. Thus, a so -cked  r a t ing  e f f i c i ency  that considers 
this additional loss i s  in  considerable use in  the field. The equation 
for   the  ra t ing  eff tc iency qx is a3 
d 
0 
Lo 
Figure 2 presents the familiaz enthalpy-entropy diagram with the 
turbine characteristics shown. From this  f igure,  
= + Lu (14) 
c 
The energy  represented by the  length asd the k ine t ic  energy 
of the turbine-exit tangential velocity V:,z/ZgJ can both be considered 
as isentropic changes in enthalpy between pressures p i  and pkJZ. The 
ra t ios  of these isentropic enthalpy changes t o   t h e i r  initial enthalpy 
levels  are,  therefore, the same. That is, 
solving equation (15) for L, and substi tuting the result  into equation 
(14) give 
Then substituting equation (16) into equation (13) 
I 
It is assumed tha t  
Ah' 
qx =x 
(16) 
yields 
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since no actual enthalpy levels are used. The error  in qx as a re su l t  
of t h i s  assumption was studled, and tt was found t h a t   t h i s  error w o u l d  
resu l t  i n  a maximum difference of less than 3 percentage polnts €n ef- 
f iciency in  the  practical  range of X (1 > 0.1) . 
I n  comparing the rating efficiency q, with the total  eff fciency 
vt, l e t  equation (17) 88 modified by equation (18) be divided by Ahid 
to yield .. 
8 
Ip 
OD 
. . . - . . - . . -. - . . . . . . _- - . .  "" 
Finally, by using the equation 
together with equations (2) 
Ttx = 
and (5), equation (l9) can be altered t o  
Thus once qt is known f o r  given values of X and Vu,,/AVu, q, 
csn be computed. 
Static efficiency. - In many applications such as turbopump and 
auxiliary drives, the entire kinetFc energy leaving the turbine is con- 
sidered l o s t  and the  performance is based on the t o t a l -   t o   s t a t i c -  
pressure ratlo across the  turbine. From these considerations an equatlon 
similar t o  equation (17) can be derived 88 
U s i n g  the same 8BsuurptFon made for  the  rating  efficiency,  equation (22) 
can be modified to ." . . 
. 
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In presenting  static  efficiency  characterist ics,  Vx,2 2 is assumed 
from the turbine inlet t o  exit so that wing  ( V z l a v  f i e lds  s ta t ic  ef- 
id equal t o  (Vx)av. 2 In general,  the axial component of velocity  increases 
W ficiencies somewhat higher  than that computed using VZy2. 
4 
0 
Lo 
Velocity Dlagram Considerations 
For a given value of X a variety of velocity dlagrsms can be cu 
1 devised that satisfy  the  turbine  requirements.  Variations in the  veloc- 
E! i t y  diagram characterist ics.  can be made by varying the   s ta tor-exi t  whirl 
parameter Vu, l/AVu. For the velocity diagram calculation presented in 
this  sect ion,  the parameter (Vz)av/gJAht was selected as 0.49, because 
this value corresponds approximately with that being encountered i n  a 
nuniber of turbojet engine turbines being investigated a t  the L e w i s  
laboratory. A value for B of 0.030 was then selected, since this  
value yielded total efficiency  levels comparable with those obtained 
experimentally for these turbines. A l t h o u g h  the  resul ts  of the calcu- 
lations based on these values are presented in this section, comparison 
of these  results is reserved for the E S F I C m  COMPARISONS section. , 
Zero exit whirl. - In many cases it is desired to specify zero exit 
whirl or Vu,2 = 0 because in this case 
As a resul t ,  
Substituting equation (24) into equations (12a) and (23) and simplifying 
yield 
and 
t 
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The efficiency characteristics for the zero-exit-whirl case as computed 
from equations (25)  and (261 are-presented i n  figure 3 where efficiency 
is presented as a function of 1. As i s  sham later, i w l s e  conditions 
acroes t h e  rotor  occur f o r  this ca8e a t  1 = 0.5 w i t h  posi t ive react lm 
a t  h > 0.5 and negative  reaction a t  X 0.5. This negative-reaction 
area is shaded-in figure 3 to represent an undeeirable area of operation 
because experience has indicated abnormally increased blade losses when 
negative reaction is encountered.. 
Impulse conditions. - The specificstion of impulse conditions acroas 
the rotor defines equal relative velocitLes a t t h e  rotor entrance and 
exi t .  Thue if the axial component of velocity at the rotor entrance and 
ex i t  are assumed equal, 
WU,, = - wu,2 
Since 
AVU = Wu,l - wu,z 
the equation 
*vu 
wu,1 = 2 
can be obtained.  Finally,  since 
vu,, = + wu,1 
the-  equation 
" 
U 
can be obtained. Equation (27) re la tes  the s ta tor-exi t  whirl parameter 
t o  the  work-speed parameter for impulse conditions. Substituting t h i e  
equation into equations ( 12a) , ( 21) , and (23) yields 
B 
. L .  
c 
‘IS 
b Equations (28) , (29) , and (30) are graphically  i l lustrated in figure 
& 
N 4.  It can be  seen  that qx = qt only a t  X = 0.5 which would represent 
the zero-exit-whirl case. The rating efficiency is reduced considerably 
from the to ta l  e f f ic iency  as X increases or decreases from 0.5. This 
occurs because large positive exit whirls at X > 0.5 and large negative 
ex i t  whirls at X < 0.5 are required to maintain the impulse condition. 
These whirl  characterist ics can be seen more clear ly  in figure 5 where  
the turbine-exit whirl parameter Vu,2/AVu is presented as function of 
1 f o r  a number of different velocity diagram types. The impulse case 
(running from -0.5 a t  X = 0 to “0.5 a t  1 = 1) represents the de- 
markation l i n e  between positive and negative reaction. The area t o  the 
left and above the impulse curve i~ hatched t o  represent the undesired 
negative reaction range. The other parts of thie  f igure are discussed 
in the next two sections. 
, 
- 
In the discussion of the  impulse conditions it should be noted that 
only mean section conditions axe considered. In an actual turbine, 
radial var ia t ions in  Vu occur in  order  to  satisfy radial equilibrium. 
Thus an impulse condition a t  the mean radius would resu l t  in negative 
reaction a t  the hub. This indicates t ha t  a condition of poaitive re- 
action a t  the mean radius should be selected if a reaction limit of i ~ -  
pulse is specif ied for  the whole rotor.  Another fac tor  t o  consider, 
however, is that, f o r  the meas radius impulse condition considered herein, 
a constant axial velocity was assumed, whereas in most turbines the axial 
velocity increases across the rotor.  Thus an impulse condition considered 
herein would correspond t o  some.positive  reaction  in an actual turbine. 
Because the effects just discussed counterbalance each other, the h 
value a t  which impulse occurs herein should closely approximate the X 
value a t  which impulse occurs at the root of an actual   rotor .  
Maximum total efficiency. - The specification of the zero-exit-whirl 
o r  impulse condition determines specffic values of vU,l/~vu f o r  a given 
X. If the complete  range of Vu,l/AVu (0 t o  1) is covered f o r  a given 
A, a variation  in  total   efficiency  similax  to that of figure 6 w o u l d  be 
obtained, i n  t h i s  case for X = 0.25 (the rating efficiency curve is . 
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discussed later) . It can he seen from this f igure that  there  ie  a maxi- 
mum total   eff ic iency a t  a stator-exit whirl-parameter less than tha t  f o r  
either the zero-exit-whirl or impulse case. Investigation of t h i s  maii" 
mum total  eff ic iency can be made using equation (12a). For specified 
values of, X and B, the maximum total  eff ic iency would occur when C 
is a minimum. So, the par t ia l  der ivat ive of C can be taken with re- 
spec t   to  Vu,l/AVu to yield 
* -  
Setting this equation equal to zero and solvLng f o r  Vu,,/AVu gives 
With equation (31), 
computed using equations 
i n  f igure 7.  A t  reduced 
the-total, rating, and s ta t ic  e f f ic ienc ies  were 
(12a), (211, and (23) with the results presented 
values. of X ,  the rating and etat ic   eff ic iencies  * 
decrease rapidly. The reason for this trend can-be seen from figure 5 
where it is- indicated that. the maxim total. efficiency occurs a t  very 
high negative exit whirls f o r  Sow value8 of 1. 1% might a160 be noted 
that qt,- corresponds to the zero-exit-whirl case a t  1 = 1. 
" 
Maximum rating efficiency. - Figure 6 also presents a typical  vari- 
ation in rating  efficiency qx with Vu,l/AVu f o r  a given X .  It can 
be seen tha t  qx also reaches a maximum at  some value  ofvu,JAVu dif- 
ferent  from those for the cases of zero exit whirl, impulse, and maximum 
total  eff ic iency.  To explore this maximum-rating-efficiency case 
equation (21) can be rewritten . . - . . . . - . .  - . " 
Sabstituting equation (12a) into equation (32) then yields 
or 
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Now qx is a maximum when the expression within the brackets is a mini- 
mum. So t ak ing  the  pa r t i a l  k r iva t ive  of this expression with respect 
t o  vu, l/AVU 
Setting this equation equal t o  zero and solving for V,,l/AVu give 
1 2x+ 1 + 
1 3 + -  2B 
- (33) 
The efficiency characterist ics aa computed u s i n g  equation (33) are pre- 
sented in  figure 8. It is interest ing t o  note from th i s  f igu re  tha t  t he  
value of X where impulse conditions are reached is l e s s  f o r  the maximum 
qx case than for the zero-exit-whirl case. !This can also be seen in  
figure 5 where the exi t  whirl characterist ics are compared. There it 
can be seen that the maximum rating  efficiency  occurs at EL small negative 
exit  whirl  with  the magnitude of t h i s  whfrl depending on the   par t icular  
value of X . The  Fmpulse l i m i t  of X = 0.44 indicated in both figure 5 
and figure 8 could be computed by setting equation (27) equal t o  equation 
(33) and solving fo r  X . 
Maximum s t a t i c   e f f i ckncy .  - In determining the veloclty diagram 
conditions under which maximum stat ic   eff ic iency is obtained, an ap- 
proach can be made similar t o   t h a t  used to obtain the conditions f o r  
maximum rating efficiency. When t h i s  was-  done it was fauna that the 
equation relating the stator-exit whirl parameter and x was the  same 
as that obtained for max& rating efficiency (eq. (33)). The reason 
for the diagram characteristics  being  identical can be seen by comparing 
efficiency equations (21)  and (23). The only difference in these two 
equations is that VXy2/gJAh1 appears in the denominator of equation (23) . 
Since t h i s  term is considered constant in this  sect ion,  s imilar  veloci ty  
diagrams f o r  maximum values of qx and 'qs would be  expected. 
2 
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EFFICIENCY  COMPARISONS . 
In this section comparison is made of the efficiency characteriatica, 
as obtained for the various velocity diagram cmea just considered. The 
portions of the curves representing negative reaction are excluded. As 
indicated previously, for all these calculations B = 0.030 and 03 
( G )  av 
8 
= 0.49. 
. .  .. - 
Total  Efficiency 
Figure 9 presents a comparison of the t o t a l  efficiency characteris- 
t i c s  fo r  t he  four  velocity d€agram types studied. The impulse curve of 
course limits the  zero-exit-whirl and maximum qx curves t o  values above 
0.5 and 0.44, respectively. 
." 
Inspection of figure 9 reveals very l i t t l e  var ia t ion in  total  ef- 
f ic iency level  over a w i d e  range of X .  For example, the total  eff ic iency 
varies only three percentage points between h value6 of 0.5 and 1.0. 
A s  X is reduced  from 0.5 the total  eff ic iency drops off markedly. This 
occurs because at reduced X values the blade speed is low compared t o  
the  required  specific work output  (eq. ( I ) ) .  As a result   the  whirl  . 
velocit ies must increase i n  comparison w t t h  the requlred specfic work 
output (eq. (4)). These increased w h i r l  veloci t ies  in  turn increase the 
average spec i f i c   k ine tk  energy level  and hence increase the blade losses 
(eq. (8 ) ) .  The efficiency is thus reduced because of the losses increas- 
ing compared with the required specific work output. 
Figure 9 also indicates that, except f o r  the impulse case, there I s  
l i t t l e  difference among al l  the  curves at h values above 0.5. I n  
fac t ,  88 X approaches 1, these  curves  approach  the  ~ame  value. Be- 
cause of the impulse caae lying below the other curves when considering 
qt together with comparisons t o  be made on other efficiency bases, the  
impulse caae is rarely considered f OT x * 0.5. 
A t  the low values of h only the  impulse and maximum-total- 
efficiency cases are presented because negative reaction is encountered 
for the other casea. The impulse case i s  - 1  t o  2 zoint.6.. lower in ef - . . 
ficiency than the maximum-total-eff iciency  case. 
. .  
Rating  Efficiency 
Figure Lo presents a comparison of the rating efficiency character- 
ist ics  obtained for the four velocity diagram ca8e8. It can  be seen . 
that, in  the  range-oy X from 0.5 t o  1 where this type efficiency ie 
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important (turbojet engine application), the rating efficiency curves 
f l a t ,  varying from 0.87 at X = 0.5 t o  approximately 0.89 at X = 1. 
The zero-exit-whirl curve is only slightly lower than t h a t   f o r  maximum 
qx, being of the order of 1/2 percentage point at h = 0.5. Because 
of the high positive whirls required for the impulse and high negative 
whirls for the maximum qt case, the corresponding rating efficiencies 
are below those of the other two cases in this range of h (0.5 t o  1). 
A t  values of h below 0.44 the impulse case yields the mimum rat ing  
efficiency with the maximum Tt case lying far below the impulse case 
as a resu l t  of the higher required values of negative exit whirl. 
# for  the  zero-exit-whirl and maximum-rating-efficiency  ases &re quite 
a3 
d 
5: 
Although efficiencies greater than those corresponding t o  impulse 
conditions w o u l d  obviously have been obtained using the maximum ra t ing  
efficiency case, such data- are not shown because of the  reaction l i m i t  
imposed. 
Static Efficiency 
A comparison of the s ta t ic  eff ic iency character is t ics  can be made 
using figure U. The trends are identical with those observed for the 
rating efficiency case; however, the level  of efficiency is considerably 
lower because of the kinetic energy lnvolved in the ex i t  axial velocity. 
It might a lso  be noted that in the range of 'h from 0 t o  0.5, where 
this  eff ic iency becomes Important (turbopump and accessory drives), the 
s ta t ic  eff ic iency drops off very rapidly. Considering the impulse case, 
f o r  example, the s ta t ic  eff ic tency is less than 0.50 at h values below 
0.14. 
EFFECT OF VARIATIONS I N  (VE) av/gJAh , A/w, 
AND K ON EFFICmCY CHARACTERISTICS 
The analysis results presented up to   th i s   po in t  were obtained f o r  
constant  values of B = I& and (Vz),v/gJ&l. The ef fec t  of  changes in  
these parameters on the efficiency characteristics are considered in the 
next two sections. The combined ef fec t  of varying A/w and (VE)av/gJAh' 
is described first.  Then the general  effect  of vmying K ie discussed. 
W 
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Effect of Varying A/w and (VE) ,/gJAh' on Efficiency Characteristics 
One of the characteristics of accessory dr ive turbines is that the 
weight flow is small  com@ared with that obtained in turbojet applications. 
Th effect  of the reduction in weight flow on the parameters A/w and 
(V&av/&JAh' can be considered u s i n g  figure 12 w h e r e  two stator blade 
rows are presented. These blade rows are of similar profiles but s e t  at 
dFff erent  stagger  angles a8 a resul t  of s ta tor  €3 being  designed t o  pass 
l ess  weight flow. As indicated by the velocity diagrams in  figure 12, 
these stators are both required to develop the Same exLt whirl. Since 
the  surface  area Is constant, H 
From the  velocity diagrams in figure 12 it can be seen that the reduction 
in weight flow is manifested in terms of the reduction i V, (neeect ing 
the effect  of density variation) . mat is, 
vx - w 
From theae considerations 
that 
and representing V, by d- it f o ~ o w s  
Thus, if K is held  constant, 
The effect of the variation in A/w and (VEIav a8 prescribed by equation 
(34) is presented in  figure 13. The zero-exit-wh.lr1 c q e  is presented 
f o r  X > 0.5 and. the impulse case shown f o r  x -c 0 -5. From this f igure,  
it can be seen that, when considering the t o t a l  efficlency  characteristics, 
the general effect of reducing the w e i g h t  flow (by increasing A/w and 
reducing (V$)av) ls to  laver  the efficiency. This trend occurs became 
t h  reduction Fn the parameter C (eq. (l2b) ) through the reduction in 
(VxIav, which tends t o  improve the efficiency, is more than compeneated 
f o r  by the increase in B due to increasing A/w. 
E 
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Further inspection of figure 13 reveals that, when'considering the 
considered. For X values greater than 0.4, reductions in  weight flow 
resul t  in a net improvement in static effictency because the drop in 
total   efficiency is more than compensated f o r  by the  reduction  in  exit 
s static  efficiency  characterist ics,   the  trend depends on the range of X 
Q) 
0 
d kinetic energy. A t  X values below 0.4 the loss in total   efficiency 
Lo is approximately  cancelled by the Fncrease in  efficiency  resulting from 
the reduction in exit  kinetic energy and, therefore, the static efficiency 
is approximately Independant of axial velocity level for X values less  
than 0.4. 
7 
8 Effect of Variation in K 
A l l  of the  analytical  results  presented i n  t h i s  repopt are f o r  a 
given K. If th is  constant of proportionality were varied the effect 
would be t o  change the level of efficiency without altering  the  trends. 
This occurs, of course, because K appears i n  only one place in equation 
(=a) and is, therefore, uncompensated. 
Variations in K would occur as a result s number of factors in- 
cluding  the following : 
(a) Compromising a design fo r  mechanical reasons which would fncrease 
losses and, hence, the magnitude of K 
(b) Designs tha t  have considerable variation in mer- and outer- 
w a l l  contouring wbich c d d  resul t  fn  additional  losses and hence 
increase K 
(c) Effects of Reynolds number, a reductLon of which would increase K 
(a) U s e  of parital admission which would introduce ed&y losses and 
require an increase 5.n K 
The value of K was assumed constant implicitly by assuming 
B = 0.030 as a base value and then varying B with A/w when the effect  
of varying A/w was studied. As is pointed out i n  the next section, the 
leve l  of B, and hence K, was selected using the efficiency levels ob- 
tained from single-stage  full-admission  turbines of clean aercdynamic 
design. Thus, t h i s  constant of proportionality PC, used implicitly herein, 
would be close to the rn- encountered. It would then be expected that 
many experimental points would fall below the theoretical  curves as a 
result of increased K values occurring f o r  reasons such as those just 
outlined. . . . - - - - 
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A comparison between the  theoretical   total   efficiencies  obtained 
herein and those obtained experimentally i n  other investigations is sham 
in figure 14. These experimental results were obtained from single- 
stage cold-air turbines suitable for jet  engine applications. The tur- 
bines were 14 t o  16 inches i n  diameter with cylindrical inner and outer 
walls and clean aerodynamic design. The two theoretical curves presented 
are for  zero exit whirl a t  X > 0.5 and iwulse at X < 0.5. In comparing VI 
the experimental points with the theoretical curve it mwt be remembered 
that the value of B (0.030) was chosen t o  yield levels of efficiency 
comparable with those obtained experimentally. From figure 14, however, 
it can be seen that the trends of the curves are duplicated very closely 
by the experimental points. Although some sca t te r  would be expected a8 
more experimental points are added, the loss assumptions made in the 
analysis appear t o  be satisfactory, at least f o r  the range of h above 
0.45. 
OJ 
Very l i t t l e  experimental data 1s available for a comparison with the 
theoretical  results at reduced  value8 of X. The available comparisons 
are made i n  terms of stat ic   eff ic iency because this   eff ic iency is of most 
interest  for l o w  values of X .  The experimental r e su l t s  OP the two 
single-stage turbines presented in reference 4 as well as those of a 
single-stage partial-admission turbine, t o  be compared herein, are in 
terms of blade- j e t  speed rat io .  In  order to  correlate  thie  data wlth 
the work-speed parameter X, e w t i o n  (B5) of appendix B was used i n  
f igure 15 t o  present  graphically  the  relation between the work-speed 
parameter X and the blade-jet speed r a t i o  0 .  Superimposed on the 
graph is a theoretical  curve of representative values of stat ic  eff ic iency 
for X 0.4 a8 obtained from f i p r e  13. Th ic i r c l ee  on the  f igure 
represent the design-point perfcrrfmme characteristlce of the two 4-inch 
turbines investigated in reference 4. Since no design point was specified 
for the partial-admission turbine, the-squares present the blade effic-cy 
characteristics over a range of blade-jet speed ratio for a to ta l -  t o  
static-pressure ratio of 8. In general., L t  can be seen that, although 
the level of static efficiency obtained experimentally is somewhat below 
the theoretical curve, the trend with x is similar t o  that obtained 
theoretically. One reason for the difference In l eve l  is that the 
turbine-exit axial velocity obtained experimentally wae probably greater 
than the average occurring across the turbine, which would then yield 
lower static efficiencies than predicted.  Other I - ~ ~ S O I I E  would include 
Reynolds number effect  for the small turbines of reference 4 and partial- 
admission effects  for  the other  turbine (see previae sect ion) .  
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An analytical  investigation of the effect of work and speed re- 
quirements on single-stage full-admission turbine efficiency character- 
i s t i c s  has been presented. The range  of work-speed parameter X covered 
that used for turbojet engine applications as well as that for accessory 
resu l t s  : 
3 
0 and turbopump drive  applications. The following summarizes the  pertinent 
Lo 
1. The total  efficiency did not vary to any great extent in the 
range of X used for turbojet engine applications (0.5 t o  1) where flow 
conditions close to zero exit whirl are desired. The trends obtained 
theoret ical ly  were verified experfmentally. As X decreased below 0.5 
the  total   eff ic iency reduced considerably as a- resu l t  _of the required 
% 
8 
T flow velocities being  increased compared with  the work output. A maximum 
d value  of total  efficiency  occurred  with improvements in efficiency of the 
order of 1 t o  2 percentage points over that obtained in the impulse or 
zero-exit-whirl case. Unfortunately, t h i s  maximum total  eff ic iency oc- 
curred at velocity diagram conditions corresponding t o  high values of 
negative exit whirl. 
2. A maximum value of rating efficiency occurred a t  a velocity dia- 
gram condition corresponding t o  a s m a l l  amount of negative exft whirl. 
Maximum rating efficiency values were not considered a t  X values below 
0.44 as a resu l t  of the  react ion limitation imposed. 
3. The static efficiency decreased rapidly below a h of 0.5 where 
this type efficiency becomes important (turbopump and accessory drive 
applications) . The theoret ical  trends compared favorably with the 
limited  experimental data available. 
4. For a given turbine s ize  a reduction in weight flow reduced the 
general level of total  eff ic iency over the  en t i re  range of X as a 
resu l t  of the increase in  surface mea per  uni t  weight flow. The s t a t i c  
efficiency, however, remained approximately constant a t  reduced X values, 
because the reduced leaving loss  approximately counterbalanced the reduc- 
t ion in total   eff ic iency.  
L e w i s  Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
mat ional Advisory Committee for  Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, July 25, 1956 
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APPENDIX A 
A 
B 
C 
E 
W 
w 
r 
SYMBOLS 
The following synfbols are used i n  this report:  
turbine blade sizrface area, sq f t  
parameter equal- t o  F+ 
parameter equal t o  
specif'ic kinetic energy level 
acceleration -due to gravity,  32.17 f t /sec 
specvic enthalpy, Btu/lb 
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.2 f t - l b / B t u  
2 
constant of proportionality 
loss in  kinetic energy, Btu / lb  
pressure, lb/sq f t  
temperature, OR 
mean section blade speed, ft/sec 
absolute gas velocity, ft/sec 
ideal gas velocity corresponding t o  to ta l -  t o  static-pressure ratio 
across turbine, ft/sec 
relat ive gas velocity, ft/sec 
weight-flow rate, lb/sec 
r a t i o  of specific heats 
s ta t ic  eff ic iency,  based on total-  to  s ta t ic-pressure ratio acroe~ 
turbine . . . . . . . . " . . .. " 
tn 
0, 
. -  
. .. 
4 
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. ". 
qt total  efficiency,  based on total-pressure  ratio  across  turbine 
qx rating  efficiency,  based on total  pressure  upstream of turbine and 
pressure  downstream of turbine  equal to of static pressure 
and  axial  component of velocity  head 
OD 
0 
4 
!a X work-speed  parameter, U2/gJAh' 
0 blade-jet  speed  ratio, U/VJ 
Subscripts : 
i3V 
id 
R 
s 
S 
U 
X 
0 
1 
2 
average 
ideal 
rotor 
stator 
static 
tangential  component 
axial  component 
upstream  from  turbine 
station  between  stator  and  rotor 
downstream  from  turbfne 
-
Superscripts : 
I absolute total state 
relatlve  total  state 
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FZLATION BETWZEN WORK-SPEED PARAMETER AND BLADE-J@P SPEED RATIO 
The work-speed parameter X used in this report is defined as 
x = -  U2 
gJAh ' 
I n  order t o  relate this parameter t o  the common blade-jet speed r a t i o  3, 
l e t  the ideal specific work output &jd,ss corresponding to  the  to t a l -  
to static-pressure ratio across the turbine, be introduced in equation 
( 1) , result ing in 
This  ideal  specific work output can be expressed in t e r n  of 
kinetic energy using a theoretics1 je t  velocity V j  as 
(B2) 
Also by definition, 
Therefore, substituting equations (B2) and (B3) into equation (Bl) and 
rearranging t e r n  yield 
2 
X=%(<) 
Since  the blade- je t  speed r a t io  is defined &B 
J 
0 is then  rel8ted t o  X by the equation 
.2 x = 2 -  
'IS 
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From thia equation it is evident that, whereas X is a function 
of parameters usually considered turbine requirements (specific work and 
blade speed),  the static eff  iciencg is also required to compute 13. 
Figure 15 presents equation (B5) graphically and is used to compare 
aJ theoretical  and experimental  results based on static efflciency. 
2 .  1 
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APPENDIX C 
In the body of the  report, one fundamental assum t ion made in re- 
la t ing the turbine total  eff ic iency to  x and Vuy1$Vu ie that  the 
sum of the   s ta tor  and rotor  losses 88 defined herein is equal t o  the 
turbine specific energy loss Ahid - Ah'. The validity of this assumption 
can be described by considering  figure 16, where the stator flow charac- 
t e r i s t i c s   a r e  presented on the familiar enthalpy-entropy diagram. 
If the expansion across the stator to the exit  statfc pressure p1 
occurs with no Loss, the difference between the   t o t a l  and s t a t i c  enthalpy 
is 
With the  total-pressure 106s the  difference is 
v: 
h b - % = z g J  
The stator blade loss is defined herein as the difference between 
the  actual and ideal specific kinetic energies occurring 88 a result of 
the expaneion to pl. This loss is expressed i n  units of Btu/lb 88 
A static pressure pia , l  is shown in figure 16. !Chis pressure is 
defined as that necessary t o  expand i s e n t r o p t c u y  t o  V ~ Z ~ J .  Since 
Vf/zgJ is also obtained by expanding isentropically from p i  t o  p1 
with both -ions occurring f r o m  q, it f o l l m  that 
o r  
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a3 
d 
5: 
t 
u 4 
' It is now desired  to  obtain pi/pb i n  terms of Ls. Modifying equation 
(c4) 
Since isentropic relations hold along the   ver t ical  line between points 
a and b in  figure 16, r 
Y 
or  elrpanding and neglecting higher order terms results i n  
Then substituting equation (CS) i n to  (~9) yields 
The loss characterist ics of the rotor can be derived In a similar 
manner. Figure 17 presents the rotor characteristic8 on the  enthalpy- 
entropy diagram. The total  enthalpy level is lower because the flow 
conditions are re la t ive  t o  the rotor blades. A rotor equation s i m F l a r  
t o  (C10) can be written as 
Figure 18 presents the over-all turbine performance characterist ics on 
the enthalpy-entropy d i a g r a m .  Using  the  same procedure as thak applied 
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to  the  stator  and rotor, an equation for the turbine-outlet  conditione 
similar  to  equation (C7) can be written r 
where pia, is the turbine-exit total 
obtained  isentropically. By expanding 
Since 
and 
then 
Pk 
1 p" 
2 2 1  
';d,2 '2 '1 '1 
"Trty "
pressure that occurs if Ah' is 
Pk/P;d, 2' 
Y 
Y 
As a result,  equation (C13) can be written a8 
Substituting  equations (CLO) and. ( C l l )  i n to  equation (C14) gives 
Then by expanding and neglecting  second-order terms 
I, 
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Substituting equation ( C 1 5 )  into equation (C12) y i e l b  
Y-1  
Ahid - Ah' = hi 1 - - r - Lg - -) LR 7 1 (C16) [' ( y-1 hl y-1 h2 
Finally, by expanding equation (C16) and neglecting higher order terms 
P 
'r s 
Since, in most turbine cases, the enthalpy ratios in equation ((217') 
are close t o  unity, these terms can be neglected resulting in 
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Figure 2. - Single-stage-turbine characteristics on 
enthalpy-entropy &Lagram. 
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Figure 4. - EYf iciency  characteristfcs for impulse  conditions. - - ” 
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Work-speed parameter, X 
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FFgure 5. - Turbine-exit whir l  characterist ics f o r  specified 
velocFty diagram conditions. 
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Figure 6. - Typical vaxiation in efficiency w i t h  stator-exit w h i r l  
parsmeter. Work-speed parameter X, 0.25. 
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Figure 7. - Maximum t o t a l  efficiency characteriatics. 
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Figure 9. - Total efficiency comparison. 
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Figure 10. - Rating efficiency comparison. 
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Figure 12. - Example eflect of reduction i n  weight-flow level  on blade surface area Bnd 
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Figure l3. - Effect of varytug akial vehclty parameter on total and static effi- 
ciency  characteristics. 
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Figure 14. - Comparison of theoretical  results w i t h  single- 
stage cold-air turbine tes ts .  (v''av = 0.49; B = 0.030. 
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Figure 16. - Stator loss characteristics on enthalpy- 
entropy diagram. 
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Entropy 
Figure 17. - Rotor loss characteristics on enthalpy-entropy 
diagram. 
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Figure 18. - Turbine loss chamcterist ics on enthalpy- 
entropy diagram. 
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